Manual Applicator

Dispenser Box

Adaptable, cost-effective,
small footprint manual dispenser.

Glue Dots® Dispenser Box
Glue Dots International’s (GDI) patented Dispenser Box is designed
to make applying Glue Dots® Brand Adhesives simple, clean
and cost-effective. Perfect for environments where electricity is
unavailable, or when applicators and automated dispensers don’t
easily incorporate into a production process, the Dispenser Box
offers a simple yet versatile manual adhesive application method.
An affordable solution for intermittent or continuous projects – in
any work setting – the Dispenser Box is a thoughtfully designed
corrugated box created to enhanced the user experience while
increasing productivity. Features of the Dispenser Box are:
• Lightweight and portable,
integrates into any project

•D
 esigned with braces for stable
application use

• Compact, creating a small
footprint

•R
 eady to apply single or multiple
adhesive patterns

• Easy set-up and use,
minimal training required

•A
 ble to hold up to 8,000 adhesive
patterns (depending on pattern and profile)

In addition to these features, the Dispenser Box is available with
Glue Dots’ Standard and Custom adhesives, making it a dynamic
and versatile manual adhesive solution for virtually any application.
Once a project is completed, simply store the Dispenser Box
with the adhesive roll at ambient temperature, in a clean, dry
environment away from sunlight or other UV light sources. When
the next project begins, the Glue Dots adhesive will be ready to
use, right out of the box.
Used for packaging, direct mail fulfillment and post press
production, and gift basket assembly, the Dispenser Box and Glue
Dots Brand Adhesives are a popular alternative to double-sided
tapes, liquid glues and hot melts. Glue Dots products are also
a preferred solution when other adhesives prove to be messy,
ineffective or difficult to use.
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Dispenser Box Applications
Packaging
Secure product orientation, attach
samples prior to packaging/shrink
wrapping and create multi-packs
Printing, Post-Press & Mail
Attach promotional items
& gift cards, close brochures
or use as an alternative to
wafer seals
Gift Basket Assembly
Hold and secure products in
place, and create or bridge gaps

Glue Dots® Dispenser Box
Applicator Specifications
Weight:

.25 lb

Height:

10”

Length:

10.25”

Width:

1.3”

Materials:

Corrugate
Cardboard

1.3”

The right adhesive solution
for your application.

10”

10.25”

By following the instructions, located on the back
of the Dispenser Box, any user can quickly and
efficiently apply Glue Dots adhesives.

Dispenser Box Compatible Standard Glue Dots Adhesives
Item #

Diam.

Tack Level

Bond

Profile

XD21-204

1/4”

Medium

Removable

Low

XD31-204

1/4”

High

Semi-Permanent

Low

XD41-204

1/4”

Super High

Permanent

Low

XD11-404

1/2”

Low

Easily Removable

Low

XD21-404

1/2”

Medium

Removable

Low

XD31-404

1/2”

High

Semi-Permanent

Low

XD41-404

1/2”

Super High

Permanent

Low

XD22-401

1/2”

Medium

Removable

Medium

XD32-401

1/2”

High

Semi-Permanent

Medium

XD42-401

1/2”

Super High

Permanent

Medium

XD22-402

1/2”

Medium

Removable

Medium

XD32-402

1/2”

High

Semi-Permanent

Medium

XD42-402

1/2”

Super High

Permanent

Medium

XD33-401

1/2”

High

Semi-Permanent

High

XD43-401

1/2”

Super High

Permanent

High

XD33-422

1/2”

High

Semi-Permanent

High

XD43-422

1/2”

Super High

Permanent

High

XD33-622

3/4”

High

Permanent

High

XD43-622

3/4”

Super High

Permanent

High

The Dispenser Box has 19 Standard Adhesive options, but is also
compatible with custom adhesives, which are available upon request.
The Dispenser Box adhesive rolls are also compatible with the semiautomated EconoDot dispenser and the fully-automated SD-900. This
saves on inventory and increases use-occasions for companies that take
advantage of these pieces of GDI application equipment.
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888-688-7131

Established in 1997, Glue Dots
International (GDI) forever altered the
adhesive industry when it launched
the unprecedented pressure-sensitive,
preformed adhesives product line
globally known today as Glue Dots®.
With the most pressure-sensitive
adhesive pattern experience in the
industry, GDI can help you find the right
adhesive and application equipment
solution to meet your specific needs.
Our experienced account managers
and engineers are available to
provide adhesive recommendations
based upon your application. Sample
adhesives may be supplied for testing.
Want to find out more about how Glue
Dots can help your next project? Visit us
at GlueDots.com or call 888-688-7131.

Follow us online.

Glue Dots® Brand Adhesives and
application equipment are sold
through authorized distributors
of Glue Dots International.
Glue Dots® is a registered trademark of Glue Dots International.
U.S. and foreign registered trademarks pending.

